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Abstract

A theory of communication between autonomous
agents should make testable predictions about
which communicative behaviors are collaborative,
and provide a framework for determining the fea-
tures of a communicative situation that affect
whether a behavior is collaborative. The results
presented here are derived from a two-phase em-
pirical method. First, we analyze a corpus of
naturally-occurring problem-solving dialogues in or-
(ler to identify potentially collaborative commu-
nicative strategies¯ Second, we experimentally test
hyl)otheses that arise from the corpus analysis
in Design-World, an experimental environment for
simulating dialogues. The results indicate that col-
laborative behaviors must be defined relative to the
cognitive limitations of the agents and the cognitive
demands of the ta~sk. The method of computational
simulation provides an additional empirical basis for
theories of collaborative discourse.

1 Introduction

A theory of communication between autonomous agents
should make testable predictions about which commu-
nicative behaviors are collaborative. This paper presents
a method of developing a predictive theory of collabora-
tive communication that consists of three phases: (1)
identifying communicative strategies by corpus analysis;
(2) forming hypotheses from those strategies in terms 
a theory of communication; (3) testing the hypotheses
in a dialogue simulation testbed whose architecture em-
bodies some critical aspects of the theory. In this paper I
will show how one hypothesis related to limited attention
and limited inference is formulated and tested.

The first phase of the method is to identify collabo-
rative communicative strategies from the strategies used
by human conversants in joint problem solving dialogues.
I have used two corpora: (1) 55 problem solving dia-
logt, es of a radio talk show for financial advice [14; 19;
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18]; and (2) 16 dialogues collected to explore the role of 
shared visuM environment when two agents collaborate
on the design of the floor plan of a two room house [21;
22].

Then, we generate hypotheses about whether and why
a strategy is collaborative. The fact that a strategy oc-
curs in human-human dialogue does not guarantee that
it is generally collaborative. For example, consider ut-
terances 22b and 22c in DiMogue l from the financial
advice corpus:

(1 (3) E: ..... and I was wondering - should I continue
on with the certificates or
(4) H: Well it’s difficult to tell because we’re so far
away from any of them. But I would suggest this - if
all of these are 6 month certificates and I presume they
are

(5) E: yes
(6) H: then I would like to see you start spreading some
of that money around
(7) E: uh huh
(8) H: Now in addition, how old are you?

(discussion about retirement investments)

i21) E: uh huh and
(22a) H: But as far as the certificates are concerned,
(22b) I’D LIKE THEM SPREAD OUT A LITTLE
BIT.
(22c) THEY’RE ALL 6 MONTH CERTIFIC, ATES.
(23) E: yes
(24) H: and I don’t like putting all my eggs in one
basket .....

In Dialogue l, 22b and 22c realize two propositions
established as mutually believed in 4 to 7. Thus these
utterances are INFORMATIONALLY REDUNDANT UTTER-
ANCE, IRUs. By saying them, H violates a commonly
assumed conversational rule of not asserting facts that
are already mutually believed. Is H’s strategy collabo-
rative?

H’s conversational strategy may be inefficient because
it increases the number of utterances in the dialogue [7;
6], or because introducing extraneous information makes
it harder to remember other more relevant information.
On the other hand, H’s strategy may be collaborative,
if, for example, H could say 22b and 22c and E could
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process 221) and 22c and draw inferences with less ef-
fort or in less time than if H allowed E to retrieve the
information.

One hypothesis is that utterances such as 22b and 22c
serve as premises for inferences, and the restatement of
the information in thern makes it possible or easier
for another agent to make a desired inference because
premises for inferences must be in working memory.
Let’s call this the DISCOURSE INFEIKENCE CONSTRAINT.

This brings us to the third phase: a way of testing
hyl)otheses about collaborative strategies. In naturally-
occurring dialogues, we often cannot tell why a strategy
was used in a particular situation, and whether its use
is due to properties of the conversants such as their in-
ferential capability, or due to the difficulty of the task,
to what has been said previously in the conversation,
or to the domain. What we need is a way to compare
many conversations where the only thing that varies is
an agent’s communicative strategy at a certain point in
the conversation.

Testbeds and sinntlations have been used as a method
for develol)ing theories in other areas of AI [9; 15;
3], thus i have develol)ed a testbed environment for dia-
logue simulation as a way of testing certain hypotheses.
Below ! will I)resent some results of simulation experi-
ments in Design-World, a testbed environment for col-
laborative communication. Design-World supports vary-
ing agents’ comnmnicative behaviors and other features
of the communicative situation; we can then measure the
effect of these variations on how well the agents perform
a simple collaborative task. The remainder of the paper
I)resents the method and empirical results and discusses
the implications of the results and the method for devel-
oping a theory of collaborative communication.

2 Design-World Domain and Task
In the Design-World task two agents negotiate an agree-
ment on a furniture layout design for a two room house,
similar to the task in the design corpus [22]. The agents’
shared intention is to design the house, with two sub-
goals of designing room-1 and designing room-2. The
agents’ performance is evaluated based on how good the
final design is, according to criteria to be discussed be-
low. Figure l shows a potential final plan constructed
as a result of a dialogue.

At the beginning of a dialogue simulation, both agents
know that a plan for designing room-1 or room-2 con-
sists of four intentions to PUT a furniture item into the
room. Agents start with private beliefs about the furni-
ture items they have, and they know that any furniture
item can be used in a potential PUT-ACT. Each furniture
item has a color and a point value, which provide a ba-
sis for choosing among them when reasoning about the
task. The colors of furniture items support task vari-
ations that involve more complex inferencing, and the
point values give each PUT-ACT of a furniture item a
utility that the agents use in deciding which items to
use, as well as providing a way of objectively measuring

KEY:

F=FUC~IA

G = GREEN

P= PURPLE

~ 55

56

ROOM#1 ROOM#2

DESIGN WORLD COLLABORATIVE PLAN: 434 points

Figure i: Potential Final State for Design-World Task:
A Collaborative F’lan Achieved by the Dialogue

the agents’ performance on the task.
There are five versions of the task:

¯ Standard: The raw score for a collaborative plan is
simply the sum of the furniture pieces in the plan with
the values of the invalid steps subtracted out.

¯ Zero-Invalid: Give a zero score to a collaborative plan
with any invalid steps in it, reflecting a binary division
between task situations where the substeps of the task
are independent from those where they are not.

¯ Zero-Nonmatching-Beliefs: Give a zero score to a col-
laborative plan when the agents disagree on the rea-
sons for having adopted a particular intention. These
reasons are the WARRANTS for the intention.

¯ Matched-Pair-Same-Room: Agents must match the
color of furniture items within the room in order to
get points for them. The final score is the scores for
the matched-pair optional goals that both agents in-
ferred.

¯ Matched-Pair-Two-Room task: Agents must match
the color of furniture items between rooms in order
to get points for them. The final score is the scores
for the matched-pair optional goals that both agents
inferred.

The Zero-Invalid task is a fault intolerant version of
the Standard task, whereas the other three variations
all test various aspects of interagent coordination with
different communicative strategies. Zero-Nonmatching
beliefs penalizes agents who don’t agree on the reasons
underlying agreed upon goals, whereas the two Matched-
Pair tasks penalize agents who don’t coordinate on in-
ferences.
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Here, as an example of tile method we will focus on
comparing the effectiveness of corrmmnicative strategies
in tile Standard vs. the two Matched-Pair tasks.

3 Design-World Communicative
Strategies

Tile I)rimary purpose of Design-World is to allow us
to cornpare communicative strategies under different as-
suml)tions about agents’ cognitive processes and tile de-
mands of the task. Here we discuss communicative
strategies before turning to the discussion of agents’ un-
derlying cognitive processes.

Agents in Design-World communicate via 7 commu-
nicative acts: OPEN, CLOSE, PROPOSE, ACCEPT, RE-
JECT, ASK and SAY. These acts are realized via the
schemas below:

(Propose Speaker Hearer Option)
(Ask Speaker Hearer Belief)
(Say Speaker Hearer Belief)
(Accept, Speaker Hearer Option)
(Reject Speaker Hearer Belief)
(Reject Speaker Hearer Option)
(()pen Speaker Hearer Option)
((,lose Speaker Hearer Intention)

Tile OPTIONS and INTENTIONS shown as the content
of the communicative acts above are to PUT an item in a
room or to start working on one of the rooms. An option
only becomes an INTENTION if it is ACCEPTED by both
agents, either explicitly or implicitly. Beliefs are either
those that an agent starts with, beliefs communicated
by the other agent, or inferences made during the con-
versation. Beliefs in ASK actions [lave variables that the
addressee attempts to instantiate. The option in a rtE-
JECT schema is a counter-proposal and what is rejected
is the current proposal. Tile belief in a rejection schema
is a belief that the speaker believes is a reason to reject
the proposal, such as a belief that the preconditions for
the option in the proposal do not hold [19].

Excerpt 2 is part of a simulated dialogue: each ut-
terance is shown both as a gloss in italics, and in the
artificial language that the agents communicate with, as
defined ai)ove.1

(2) 1: BILL: First, let’s put the green rug in the study.
(propose agent-bill agent-kim option-43: put-act
(agent-bill green rug room-l))

2: KIM: Then, why don’t we put the green lamp in the
study.
(propose agent-kim agent-bill option-61: put-act
(agent-kim green lamp room-l))

3: BILL: No, it’s better to put the green couch in the
study.
(reject agent-bill agent-kim optlon-75: put-act (agent-
bill green couch room-l))

iThe generation of the glosses was not a focus of the work

here, thus the generation procedures are adhoc.

KEY: ’ .............

-- Speaker Change
~/....... Possibly NO Speaker Change PROPOSAL

[[[ May

I I
, ACCEPTANCE, <.........
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1 .......... j

REJECTION

/

Figure 2: Discourse Actions for the Design-World Task

4: KIM: Putting in the green-lamp is worth 55.
(say kim bill bel-34: score (option-61: put-act (kim
green-lamp room-l) 55))

5: It’s better to put the green-lamp in the study.
(reject kim bill option-61: put-act (kim green-lamp
room-l))

In dialogue 2, Bill makes a proposal in 1, and then Kim
implicitly accepts this proposal with a new proposal in 2.
In 2-3 Bill rejects Kim’s proposal. Bill does this because
option-75 is another option that Bill has identified which
he believes is better than Kim’s proposed option-61.

The simulated dialogue in 2 illustrates part of the cy-
cle for achieving a DESIGN-HOUSE plan: (1) individual
agents MEANS-END I:tEASON about options in the do-
main; (2) individual agents DELIBERATE about which
options are preferable; (3) then agents make PI~OPOS-
ALS to other agents, based on the options identified in
a reasoning cycle, about actions that contribute to the
satisfaction of their intentions; (4) then these propos-
als are accepted or rejected by the other agent, or ac-
ceptance/rejection is postponed by a clarification. The
way that agents communicate rejection is patterned on
observations about how rejection is communicated in
human-human dialogue [23], which form the basis of
a set of COLLABORATIVE PLANNING PRINCIPLES [19;
18].

Communicative strategies are built out of the prim-
itive communicative acts of SAY, ASK~ PI~OPOSE, AC-
CEPT, REJECT, OPEN, CLOSE, similar to those used
in other work [23; 3; 16; 4]. Communicative acts are

composed into higher level discourse acts of OPENINGS,
PROPOSALS~ R.EJECTIONS, ACCEPTANCES or CLOSINGS
as shown in figure 2.

Communicative strategies are defined according to the
plan expansions the agent has for each type of dis-
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course act [12]. Each plan step must he realized corn-
munlcatively by a propose communicative act, but each
plan-step may also generate additional discourse acts as
shown in figure :2, depending oll the agent’s communica-
tive strategy. Currently iml)lernented strategies include:

¯ All Implicit: any discourse act (e.g. opening, accep-
tance and closing) that can be inferred by the other
agent is left implicit. In addition proposals contain
the minimum information possible.

¯ (:lose Consequence: explicitly close the discussion of
a proposal by making an explicit closing statement,
e.g. Okay, we’re done wilh that., and then adding an
extra assertion that makes the inferences explicit that
follow from the acceptance of the proposal, e.g. That
gets us 130 points so far.

¯ Explicit Warrant: Each proposal expands to a propose
communicative act and a statement that provides a
reason to accept a proposal, e.g. The green chair is
worth 50 points [20].

¯ Matched-Pair-Inference-Explicit: help the other agent
make matched pair inferences by expanding the pro-
posal discourse act to two communicative acts: a
statement about an already intended act that can
he used to make a match, followed by the proposed
match.

These strategies are all based on strategies observed
in human-human dialogues and adding a new commu-
nicative strategy is simple: a new plan expansion for a
discourse act is placed in the agents’ plan library, and
given a name. Then agents can he parameterized to use
that strategy. In addition, the strategies currently im-
plemented are all based on relations between information
that we would expect to see in many domains, e.g. that
a belief can be a premise for an inference or a reason to
adopt, an intention.

Here, as an example of the method, we will com-
pare the All-Implicit strategy with the Matched-Pair-
Inference-Explicit strategy and thereby test the DIS-
COURSE INFERENCE CONSTRAINT. Dialogue 2 illus-
trated the All-lmplicit strategy. The dialogue excerpt
in 3 is generated by a Matched-Pair-lnference-Explicit
agent:

(3) 6: IMI2: WE AGREED TO PUT THE PURPLE COUCH
iN THE STUDY.
(say agent-imi2 agent-imi intended-51: put-act
(agent-imi2 purple couch room-l))

7: IMI2: Then, let’s put the purple rug in the living
room.
(propose agent-imi2 agent-imi option-80: put-act
(agent-imi2 purple rug room-2))

The statement in 3-6 is an IP~U, because it realizes in-
formation previously inferred by both agents, and mod-
els the IRU in 1.

3.1 Agent Architecture
The agent architecture is based on the IRMA architec-
ture, also used in the TileWorld simulation environment

[2; 15; 9], with the addition of a cognitive model of At-
tention/Working Memory (AWM). See figure 4. The
AWM model was first proposed by Landauer [10], and
was shown to fit many empirical results on human rnen i-
ory and learning [1]. The model provides a parameter for
a Design-World agents’ resource-bound on attentional
capacity.

cost- bill-kimC= 0, I=0, R= 0

o/
o/

°/
/

/
/

t I I I I I t I
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

ATTE NTION/~/ORKING MEMORY

Figure 3: Performance increases for All-Implicit
agents on the Design-World Standard task as Atten-
tion/Working Memory increases

Limits in attention limit deliberation and means-end
reasoning, because these processes only operate on be-
liefs that are accessible in AWM [11; 1311 See figure 4.
One effect of this is that it is possible for agents to fail to
make inferences because the premises are not accessible.

The hypothesis to be tested is the DISCOURSE INFER-
ENCE CONSTRAINT. One measure of inferential complex-
ity is the number of independent premises required to
draw an inference (evaluate an option or compute a plan
step). The three task variations in Design-World that
vary inferential complexity by varying the number of in-
dependent premises required are: (1) Standard task; (2)
Matched-Pair-Same-Room task; and (3) Matched-Pair-
Two-Room task.

The Standard task requires agents simply to agree to
put four furniture items in each room, and performance
on the task is the sum of the scores of the furniture
items. A Matched-Pair is two furniture items of the same
color, so achieving a Matched-Pair requires access to be-
liefs about multiple furniture items. The inference of a
Matched-Pair is based on the premises shown in 4:

(4) a. Intend (Put A&B ?item-1 ?room-l)
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b. Intend (Put A,~B ?item-2 ?room-2)
c. Equal (Color ?item-l) (Color ?item-2)

Both Matched-Pair tasks require that both agents
make tile rnatched pair inferences in order to score points
fi)r matched-pairs. Thus the task measures how well
agents achieve mutual intentions.

Tile difference ill the two tasks is whether the matches
are ill the same or different rooms. Because the infer-
ence about what the agents mutually intend is inferred
and stored in memory at the time that a proposal is ac-
cel)ted, the necessary premise shown in 4a is less likely
to be salient in tile Matched-Pair-Two-P~oom task than
in tile Matched-F~air-Sarne-P~oorn task. In both cases,
Matched-Fair inferences require multiple premises, and
are more affected by limited attention than reasoning in
the ,Standard task.

Figure 4: Design-World version of the IR.MA Architec-
ture for Resource-Bounded Agents with Limited Atten-
tion (AWM)

3.2 Processing and Performance
Assuming the IRMA architecture, collaborative problem
solving involves at least three processes: (1) retrieval
processes necessary to access previously stored beliefs
in memory; (2) communicative processes related to gen-
erating and interpreting utterances; and (3) inferential
processes that operate on beliefs stored in memory and
those communicated by other agents. If we assume that
the agents are working together as a team, then we
want to minimize these processes over both agents. This
is similar to Clark’s notion of conversants’ attempting
to achieve their conversational purposes with the LEAST
COLLABORATIVE EFFORT [5]. This suggests the defini-

tion of collaborative effort below:

COLLABORATIVE EFFORT --
(the total cost of communication for both agents)
+ (the total cost of inferences for both agents)
+ (the total cost of retrievals for both agents)

Then a COLLABORATIVE communicative strategy is
one that improves the combined PERFORMANCE of both
agents in a dialogue, where performance is the difference
between a measure of the quality of the problem solution
and COLLABORATIVE EFFORT.

With these definitions of COLLABORATIVE and COL-
LABORATIVE EFFORT, we are closer to testing the hy-
pothesis that utterances 22b and 22c in dialogue l are
collaborative even though they increase the cost of com-
rnunication because they reduce the cost of retrieval or
inference.

However these various cognitive processes are not
strictly comparable and are implementation dependent
so we cannot simply add up the number of retrievals,
inferences and messages to produce a value for collabo-
rative effort. Thus the amount of effort required for each
cognitive process adds three parameters to the model:
(1) COMMCOST: cost of sending a message; (2) INFCOST:

cost of inference; and (3) RETCOST: cost of retrieval from
memory. Collaborative effort is then defined as:

COLLABORATIVE EFFORT -~
(COMMCOST X total messages for both agents)
-4- (INFCOST × total inferences for both agents)
-/- (RETCOST × total retrievals for both agents)

The cost parameters support modeling various cog-
nitive architectures, e.g. varying the cost of retrieval
models different assumptions about memory. With this
definition, PERFORMANCE in Design-World is:

PERFORMANCE ----- Task Defined RAW SCORE - COL-
LABORATIVE EFFORT

Every simulation run varies the AWM radius from i
to 16 to test whether a strategy only has an effect at
particular AWM settings, with 100 simulations at each
AWM setting. Figure 3 shows how agent’s average per-
formance improves as AWM increases, assuming that all
processing costs are free, where performance is plotted
on the y-axis and AWM settings on the x-axis. In the
experiments below, we will examine one cost variation:
where processing is free vs. when communication is very
costly.

To determine whether a communicative strategy is
COLLABORATIVE~ we compare the performance of two
strategies in situations where we vary the task require-
ments and agents’ attentional capacity. To compare the
two performance distributions, we use the Kolmogorov
Smirnov two sample test [17]. The KS two-sample test
is a test of whether two independent samples have been
drawn from the same population or from populations
with the same distribution. For an experimental param-
eter to affect performance, it must make the curnulative
performance distributions appear to have been drawn
from different populations.
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Figure 5: Matched-Pair-lnference-Explicit is not bene-
ficial for Matched-Pair-Same-Room. Strategy l is two
Matched-Pair-Inference-Explicit agents and Strategy 2
is two All-Implicit agents, Task = Matched-Pair-Same-
Room, commcost = 0, infcost = 0, retcost = 0
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Figure 6: Matched-Pair-lnference-Explicit beneficial for
Matched-Pair-Two-Room. Strategy 1 is two Matched-
Pair-Inference-Explicit agents and Strategy 2 is two
All-Implicit agents, Task = Matched-Pair-Two-Room,
commcost = 0, infcost = 0, retcost = 0

4 Experimental Results
In the experiments below we compare the Matched-Pair-
Inference-Explicit strategy with the All-Implicit strat-
egy. DIFFERENCE PLOTS, such as figure 5, plot mean
performance differences of the Matched-Pair-lnference-
Explicit strategy and the All-hnplicit strategy on the
Y-axis and AWM settings on the X-axis. The plots
are summaries of 1800 simulated dialogues, 100 at each
AWM setting for each pair of agents with different strate-
gies. Each point represents the differences between the
two strategies in the means of 100 runs at a particular
AWM setting. If the plot is above the dotted line for 2 or
more AWM settings, then the Matched-Pair-Inference-
Explicit is a potentially BENEFICIAL strategy, depending
on whether the differences are significant, according to
the KS test.

In the Standard task there are no differences between
agents using the All-lmplicit strategy and those using
the Matched-Pair-Inference-Explicit strategy.

Agents using the All-Implicit strategy do fairly well
at making matched pair inferences, so the Matched-
Pair-Inference-Explicit strategy is not beneficial in the
Matched-Pair-Same-Room task as shown in figure 5. In
the Matched-Pair-Same-Room task the content of the
IRU was recently inferred and is likely to still be salient.

Figure 6 shows that the Matched-Pair-lnference-
Explicit strategy is effective in increasing agents’ ability
to make matched pair inferences in the Matched-Pair-
Two-Room task (KS(3,4,5,6,11,16) > 0.21, p < .05).

When the relevant proposition is less likely to be salient,
All-Implicit agents do not manage to achieve the same
levels of mutual inference as Matched-Pair-Inference-
Explicit agents. In the Matched-Pair-Two-Room task,
the premises that are made salient were inferred when
reasoning about the design for room-1 and are therefore
highly unlikely to be salient when reasoning about the
design for room-2, thus making them salient is highly ef-
fective in ensuring that matched-pair inferences are made
and that both agents make them.

In addition, figure 7 shows that even if we assume that
communication dominates all other processing costs, the
strategy of making premises for inferences explicit is still
beneficial. Thus if agents are required to coordinate on
inference, it is difficult to imagine a situation in which
making premises for inferences would not be beneficial.

5 Conclusions
The experimental method used here supports testing hy-
potheses about beneficial communicative strategies, sim-
ilar to other testbed environments in AI [3; 15]. The ex-
perimental results demonstrate that IRUs are effective
when their content is not salient, but the task requires
agents to coordinate on inferences that depend on their
content.

The results show that the cognitive demands of the
task, and their interaction with human cognitive limi-
tations, determines whether a strategy is collaborative.
Thus collaborative strategies cannot be defined in the
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Figure 7: Matched-f’air-lnference-Explicit beneficial for
Matched- Pair-Two- Roonr even with communication cost
of 10. Strategy I is two Matcbed-Pair-lnference-Explicit
agents and Strategy 2 is two All-Implicit agents, Task =
Matched-Pair-Two-Room, cornmcost = 10, infcost = 0,
retcost = 0

abstract, but must be defined relative to particular as-
suml)tions about the resource limits of the agents, as well
as the relationship between the agent architecture and
the demands of the task.
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